TACOMA COMES BACK STRONG IN 2013
The National Arts Program® has always thrived in the City of Tacoma, WA, which is why we were saddened to hear that the city would have to
take a break from participating in the NAP after six years due to budgeting and staffing cuts. However, even with tight budgets and a smaller staff,
coordinator Naomi Strom-Avila was determined to bring the exhibition back to the city in 2013.
While it’s definitely not an easy task to reintroduce the program after taking a year off, especially when working with such a busy base of participants
like city employees, Naomi did a great job getting the word out and her dedication to the program definitely paid off! Not only was she able to
increase the total number of pieces on display, she was able to grow the
number of participants who took part in this year’s show. The Seventh Annual
NAP Exhibition features 152 pieces of artwork which is up from their previous
show, rivaling only their 2009 exhibition for their highest participation since
joining the program.
Along with Naomi’s enthusiasm, the program also receives additional support
from government officials like Deputy Mayor Marty Campbell and City
Manager T.C. Broadnax, who took time out of their busy schedules to attend
the awards reception on June 17th. The City Manager proudly held each of
the award winning pieces while posing for pictures with the artists during the
presentation. Assistant City Manager Tansy Hayward, Arts Administrator
for the City of Tacoma Amy McBride and Tacoma Arts Commission Member
Scott Ramsey were also on hand to show their support for the return of the
program.
In addition to providing employees the opportunity to once again display their
artwork in the NAP exhibition this year, the city is inviting all the winners to
take part in a second art exhibition after the show ends on August 30th. This
show will allow all the winners to exhibit a larger body of their artwork in the city’s gallery space located in the Municipal Building. This extra show
not only helps to keep the gallery space active, but provides another opportunity to display employee artwork throughout the year.
City Manager T.C. Broadnax displaying Haley Criswell’s piece entitled
“When Elephants Fly” which won first place in the teen category.

The City of Aurora Brings
Back the NAP

We are pleased to have Aurora back on board
and with a great new coordinator we know the
sky is the limit for this beautiful exhibition!

President & CEO Joseph Trunfio and Coordinator
Maria Lupo pose with Teen Artist, Juliana Yacoubian.

Coordinator Comments on her
Seventh Annual NAP in NJ
The artwork was hung on both sides of the entrance way to the tunnel, a walkway used to connect the hospitals.
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coordinator Grace Serra made the logical leap of
giving the employees from these other hospital
locations the opportunity to join the program.
The addition of thousands of employees and
family members from the nine sites seemed a
little overwhelming, so Grace decided to start the
expansion process slowly by including just two of
the nine sites.

PROFESSIONAL ARTISTS

“Storm”
Kevin Bass
Painting

In this age of social media outlets including
Facebook, Twitter, You Tube, Instagram ...
the list goes on and on. Which ones are
right for the NAP? Even more importantly,
which ones are best for our participants?
Most of our artists have never shown
their work before, so hanging it in a public
space can be a very satisfying experience
and is considered good exposure for the
participant. We now feel that it is our
responsibility to take this experience a
step further. How cool is it when someone
visits a show and posts an image of a
piece on Instagram or tweets a comment
to their friends? The use of social media
can only add to the artist’s experience.
By consolidating both our twitter and
Instagram accounts our participants and
attendees can now share freely ... so go
ahead and #nationalarts !

A NEW NAME FOR CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL OF MICHIGAN

Mary Koernig, the Public Art Coordinator for the
City of Aurora, CO commented that everyone
was very pleased that they brought back the
NAP employee art show after missing out in
2012. With the reinstatement of the show
came great success and their best participation
to date. Even though their seventh year was
their largest exhibition yet, Mary is already
looking ahead. She plans to open the show up
to new groups including both city retirees and
volunteers in 2014.
In addition to the growth in numbers, Mary
is also working on other aspects of the show.
Once again they incorporated a “Recycle/
Reuse” artwork category to add interest to the
exhibition and also offered a People’s Choice
award to further engage employees. Tweaking
the show in small ways can certainly help to
keep it fresh year after year and we applaud her
efforts.

Follow the NAP...or should
we say #nationalarts !

“Elora Cottage”
Barbara Rohde
Works on Paper

Along with these changes, came the highest
number of participants in the history of their
exhibit, almost double the amount from last
year alone! We applaud Grace for all her hard
work to expand the Seventh Annual National
Arts Program® Exhibition and look forward to
continued growth in the future.

Atlantic Health System’s Seventh Annual
National Arts Program® Exhibition is on display
from June 6th through September 5th and
showcases 167 visual artworks. Maria Lupo
commented that, “what made this year’s
exhibition special and exciting was our ability to
open up applications to Atlantic Health System’s
volunteers, who are always so helpful and are
such an integral part of our organization. Many
noted how beautiful the show looked, and how
much it contributed to it being a healing space—
providing a way for people to forget they were
in a hospital, even for a short period of time.”

A Shining Example of the National Arts Program® in Orlando
This was the City of Orlando’s Tenth
Anniversary show and what a show it was! The
exhibit, which included over 160 artworks, will
hang in the City Hall Terrace Gallery through
August 25th. This two month long exhibition
commenced with a beautiful reception on
Thursday, June 27th. At the awards ceremony
Coordinator Paul Wenzel was honored with
an anniversary award from the National Arts
Program®, presented to him personally by
Mayor Buddy Dyer. Paul commented that, “It
was a pleasant surprise and an honor to receive
it.”
Orlando, always a large and very professionally
mounted exhibition, has long been a shining
example of the National Arts Program®. In
the past they have surpassed 250 works of
art in one show. Paul is certainly a wonderful
coordinator, but he also credits having “good
cheerleaders” as representatives in many city
departments. These representatives are able
to assist with the recruiting and ultimately help
to get many new participants involved. This
year there were numerous new artists from
the Police, Fire and Parks departments. Using
these reps is an excellent technique that we

Coordinator Paul Wenzel accepting the NAP
Anniversary Award presented by Mayor Buddy Dyer.

encourage all of our other venues to implement
in 2014.
Paul was involved in 2003 when the City of
Orlando first embraced our program and he
continues to be the driving force behind this
fantastic exhibition featuring the talents of so
many employees and their family members.
We look forward to celebrating many more
anniversaries with this wonderful city!

AND THE BEST OF SHOW WINNERS ARE...
With so much talent being displayed
at National Arts Program® exhibitions
across the country, our judges often
have the hard decision of choosing
just one piece as the Best of Show.
The NAP is always excited to see the
variety of artwork displayed in our
shows and would like to congratulate
the Best of Show winners from this
quarter’s exhibitions.

DFW International Airport Goes Green in 2013

Youth 12 & Under
DFW International Airport, TX
(Youth) - Ceciliana Scott

As part of a ‘Green Initiative’ this year Dallas/Fort
Worth International Airport made a few key changes
to their National Arts Program Exhibit®. They
encouraged all participants to register online and also
used an email version of their yearly reception invite.

Teen 13-18
Cape May, NJ - Amber DeLuca

Art patronage through the ages …

Tacoma, WA - Noah Johnson

The idea of patronage networks to support those
creating art originated in ancient Rome. It likely
peaked in importance as an institution of society in
Europe between the 14th and 17th centuries. When
we think of patronage in this classic sense, images of
wealthy gentry, royalty or even the church come to
mind.

Adult Amateur
Cleveland, OH - Stephanie Streeter
Portland, ME - Suzanne Parkman
UMDNJ, NJ - Walter Hewes

Adult Intermediate
Union County, NJ - Audrey Strano

Adult Professional
Atlantic Health System, NJ - Luis G.
Munoz
“Tacoma Etched” by Noah Johnson

Aurora, CO - Helen Strain

IN THE NEWS THIS QUARTER

“Hand Over Heart” by Audrey Strano

Detroit, MI - Charles Dodds
Detroit Medical Center, MI Munazza Naeem
DFW International Airport, TX
(Adult) - Uche Amadi
Pittsburgh, PA - Stephanie Neary

An Arts Walk Right at the Medical School
The hallways at Rutgers Biomedical and Health
Sciences’ New Jersey Medical School (previously
UMDNJ) serve as an art gallery. Walk the corridors
and enjoy a changing exhibit of works by members
of the Rutgers community, the Newark
community, and, for a Fall Arts Festival,
anyone with something to share.
To read full articles visit our website.

701 Providence Road • Malvern, PA 19355
www.nationalartsprogram.org
(610) 408-9600
July 2013
The National Arts Program® was established
in 1982 to identify, showcase, and reward the
visual artistic talent in America. Today we
sponsor 82 venues across the country with
steady growth.

ARTIST SPOTLIGHT
(From left to right clockwise)
Tim Francis *, “Mikayla”, Intermediate, Photography
Holly Taylor, “Chameleon”, Youth 12 & Under, Works
on Paper
Rebecca Macaulay*, “Goldfinch Feeder”,
Professional, Painting
Jeanine Visser*, “The Hunter”, Intermediate, Painting
Farah Hussein, “Color Festival”, Amateur,
Photography
Tracey Jackson*, “NOLA VooDoo Doll”, Professional,
Painting

*Indicates NAP Online Artist

